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How many regulators does it take to develop a clear, easy-to-read privacy notice?
So far, eight federal agencies and all 50 state insurance commissions have been asked to weigh in on the proposed
financial privacy notice, which is meant to replace the standard, small font, multi-fold notices written in that dialect of
the English language affectionatelyknown as "legalese."
A prototype of the new form was released in March. Financial institutions have been asked to comment by May 25.
"The main challenge is educating people overall, and to level the playing field," said Loretta Garrison, senior
attorney at the Federa!Trade Commission in Washington.
The effort to re-jigger privacy notices stems from last year's Financial Services Regulatory Relief Act, which is
meant to help financial institutions-from thrifts to commercial banks, to investment companies-cope with some of the
regulations set forth in the 1999 Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act. That law required institutions to notify their customers about
what personal information each collects and whether that information is then shared with other institutions or affiliates .
The notice must also give customers the opportunity to request that certain data not be exchanged. Companies are
required to furnish these notices to new customers, and then annually until the relationship is severed.
"In 2001, these notices magically appeared in people's mailboxes,"Garrison said. But the benefit to clients remained
unclear. "Consumers didn't know what they were and didn't know what to do," she said.
Companies, meanwhile, griped about the time they took to prepare, and the cost of this added disclosure, which
demands the fonns be sent annually in envelopes separate from other documents, even if no information is ever shared,
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or policies do not change.
As recently as last month, U.S. Rep. Peter Roskam (R-111.), introduced legislation to amend the 1999 law to exempt
companies that do not share information with their affiliates from sending the notice annually.
Meanwhile, U.S. Rep. Nydia Velazquez (D-N.Y.) last month introduced a law that, among other provisions, would
provide the same relief to community banks.
As important as informing consumers about financial institutions' privacy policies is, said Kleinmann
Communication Group President Susan Kleinmann, the notices are too opaque and daunting. Rather than read them,
people often just toss them in the trash, she told attendeesat Insight Forums' Financial Communications Forum in
Boston last month.
"Policy becomes quite meaningful to the consumer when it becomes meaningful to the organization itself," said
Kleinmann, who has been working with the FTC and other agencies in developing the new prototype form.
The goal was to take the formidable forms and tum them into easy-to-read documents with white space, bullet
points and plain English . Sometimes, she said, that means kicking the lawyers out of the room.
The draft form was tested among 44 consumers of varying degrees offinancialliteracy and with various types of
relationships with financial institutions, in eight major cities, including Boston, Austin, Texas, Baltimore and St. Louis,
she said. Although they had all received privacy notices in the past, few understood that they had options, and
appreciated the idea that the institution they relied on seemedto want to make complex policies clear to them. Results
from even such a tiny sample are telling, she said.
The new document is two-and-one-half pages long, including a half-page opt out form at the back. The first page
includes a chart at thetop explaining to customers why they are receiving the form, what information a company may
collect and how that information might be used. Beneath is a table that lists reasons an investment company might use
personal information: for marketing, everyday business, to assisttheir affiliates' everyday business purposes or for joint
marketing ventures. The table shows whether the institution uses the data for those purposes, followed by a column
showing whether investors can limit that use.
Page two includes more background on the law: how often the notices come, how information is collected, how it is
protected and why consumers cannot limit all uses. At the bottom are definitions ofterms,such as "affiliate" and
"everyday business purposes."
The guidelines call for companies to use font no smaller than 10 point, and while color and company logos are
acceptable, they should not interfere with the text, Garrison said. Although using this new form will not be mandatory,
companies that do, and that follow all the accompanying guidelines, are guaranteed a legal safe harbor.
That can mean quicker compliance exams and, for small fund shops especially, perhaps lower development costs,
since federal authoritieswill create a downloadable fill-in form , Garrison said.
"Anytime we take legalese and convert it into plain English, I think that's a step in the right direction," said Niels
Holch, executivedirector of the Coaltion of Mutual Fund Investors in Washington . "The rules are very good and protect
the investors, but the investors don't understand the rules because only lawyers could understand the documents they
receive," he said. And that's only with pretty strong reading glasses to parse through the fine print, he added.
Marcia Selz, president of Los Angles-based Matrix Marketing said that while the protype is a good start, more must
be done to ensure the language is clear to everyone.
"It must be in garden-variety English," she said. Selz suggested terms not be defined on the back only, but
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parenthetically right in the tables.
When it comes to context, Dalbar President Louis Harvey said that simpler forms are nice, but as long as they come
separately, investors still will ignore them.
"Virtually every investor who gets these documents simply throws them away," Harvey said.
"It has to be in context. If you give me a piece of paper in the mail that says you're not going to share anything, it
doesn't mean anything to me," he said.

"If you give it to me on the statement that has my name, address and balance, then it means something."
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